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Abstract—A transmission and interaction oriented free-viewpoint video system framework is presented in this paper. The proposed system framework is divided as distinctive but interconnected parts, from video encoder, adaptive-interactive disparity extractor, to virtual view rendering. Adaptive disparity algorithm and extractor is proposed and embedded to multiview video encoder, in order to fetch the desired coarse disparity map and enhance the encoder performance. The output bitstream for storage and transmission is organized as disparity layer and video layer. Virtual viewpoint images accessed in the procedure of client-system interaction will be interpolated via disparity based algorithm after the decoded disparity information is refined to single-pixel based disparity map. Experimental results show that, the bitstream volume of disparity map accounts for a little proportion when comparing with bitstream volume of video signals in transmission, while high quality of virtual viewpoint images can be provided to clients in real-time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HERE dimensional television (3DTV) is considered as the most potential and valuable entertainment implementation for future consumers after the generation of digital television [1]. Multiview video system (MVS) is a promising approach to realize the 3DTV project, for its ability in providing interactive and immersive video services [2,3]. Free-viewpoint video (FVV), one of the important and advanced implementations in MVS, creates 3-D immersive experiences via various methods by showing a scene interactively from slightly different angles to the left and right eyes of viewer can be employed to utilize. On the other hand, the features from jitter-free human-computer interaction and perfection in visual experiences of FVV make this kind of video system more practical in development [4,5].

FVV system is an important and special application for MVS, for FVV can provide synthesized images for client viewpoint selection. European ATTEST project built a 2D/3D compatible system for broadcast networks [6]. In this system, traditional 2D video-plus-depth format is adopted for data representation.
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MERL set up a MVS from video acquisition, transmission to projector display [7]. Natural scene is captured by parallel camera array from different angles, stored in MVS server, and then transmitted via networks after simple processing. The terminal devices fetch and decode the video bitstream, display all the viewpoint scenes by projectors array. Microsoft Research Asia developed a MVS over IP multicast network for group of users to share the multiview video programs [8]. Switching points were inserted in the video bitstream for the convenient of user interaction. In a summery, these MVS framework prototypes show the simple implementations for future entertainment. However, all of these systems are unable to provide virtual viewpoint images, i.e., users can not obtain jitter-free interactive video services.

Virtual viewpoint images feature out the FVV system from MVS, and then a suitable data representation method for synthesis algorithm is required. Approaches in creating virtual view interactively can be generally divided as image-based rendering (IBR) and model-based rendering methods (MBR) [9]. MBR mainly solves the problems in computer graphics, and therefore the geometric information and model functions are critical for view synthesis. However, it is difficult to obtain the needed data directly from natural scenes for MBR based view synthesis. Hence, IBR is more suitable for FVV applications. IBR is a totally different approach for view synthesis, where object or scene is captured from various positions. From the recorded images, new views can be generated for camera positions not coinciding with the recording position. Since virtual views are synthesized directly from recorded scenes, dense array of cameras are critical in creating interactive FVV [10]. Ray-space interpolation techniques were proposed and submitted to ISO/MPEG/JVT as suitable methods to realize a full real-time FVV without any restrictions on scene [11]. However, difficulties arose such as calibrated dense camera array should be arranged within centimeter, powerful hardware system is needed for supporting, and huge amount of video data is required in obtaining the ray-space. Problems in ray-space technique make it still within the long progress to a whole successful FVV. Light field is another IBR approach targeting the real-time interactive FVV [12].

3D warping is a popular approach for image synthesis by using the corresponding depth map [13]. However, the rendering quality of virtual view may deteriorate due to disocclusion and discontinuities in depth map, especially when the viewer moves away from the original camera angle.
N-view-plus-M-depth method has been proposed as an extension to address the confines of the video-plus-depth representation [14, 15]. Rendering techniques in system terminal are studied from this data representation. Holes due to depth discontinuities are able to be solved using pixels from neighbor view images. However, imperfections in depth maps may result in ghost-like shadows near the object boundaries, which can be removed by more sophisticated algorithms [17].

Data compression of depth map is then aroused as a new problem in multiview video coding (MVC) for FVV. Depth maps are captured originally via depth or infrared cameras simultaneously with ordinary camera array capturing scenes. Continuous depth data is very important in 3-D warping algorithms for high quality virtual image interpolation. Hence, these continuous data must be lossless compressed with recorded viewpoint signals in MVC encoder. Although the compression may be effected by a process of quantization and run-length encoding, it is reported that the data volume of loss encoded depth map account for 10%~20% of video bitstream [17]. This situation will result in unsatisfactory for some applications. For instance, with an image frame of 352x176 pixels having the depth data specified in 24 bits per pixel, approximately 250Kbytes of memory would be required for depth data storage. However, for real-time transmission of the image data, this volume of accompanying depth data needs typically to be reduced to 2Kbytes [18].

Disparity information is an alternation to depth map in real time FVV applications. Disparity map can be obtained via disparity estimation algorithm rather than depth camera, and it can be transformed easily to depth data for view synthesis. On the other hand, disparity map can be compressed with the similar method in H.264 encoder to compress the motion vector (MV). Therefore, N-view-plus-N-1-disparity MVC scheme is proposed here for our FVV implementations. However, disparity also shares the similar problem with depth in the procedure of image interpolation, i.e., perceptual and subjective quality of synthesized image will be affected by the quality of disparity map.

In this paper, a schematic framework for transmission and interaction oriented interactive FVV system is presented. Joint multiview video model (JMVM) is modified and employed for video signal compression. Coarse disparity map is fetched and lossless compressed with viewpoint signals in the encoder. The bitstream volume of disparity is proportional small and suitable for network transmission. Bitstreams for video and disparity are transmitted to user terminals via separated channels. Refined disparity map is obtained in the client decoder for virtual viewpoint image synthesis, and the interpolation procedure can be implemented in real-time.

II. SCHEMATIC DESCRIPTION FOR THE PROPOSED FVV SYSTEM

Fig.1 shows the schematic framework of the proposed system. As can be found in this framework, the raw multiview video signals are input to the JMVM MVC encoder to exploit the spatial and temporal redundancies in multiview video signals firstly. The algorithm for global disparity estimation in JMVM6.0 platform is replaced by the proposed coarse disparity estimation algorithm. MV obtained in JMVM6.0 and disparity vector from the proposed algorithm are both employed for consequent disparity estimation. Both vertical and horizontal disparity map are fetched and compressed separately for high quality image synthesis in client part. Bitstreams from N viewpoint video signals and N-1 disparity maps are stored in multiview video server. Accordingly, these bitstreams are transmitted to client terminals simultaneously via two different communication channels. The client device will receive and decode multiview video bitstreams first, and then show the recorded view scenes to client in real-time. Then, the coarse disparity bitstream is decoded and refined to single pixel-based disparity information in background processor. Virtual view scenes are synthesized via the refined disparity map and neighbor decoded scenes to ensure the high quality and jitter-free interaction between client and system.
algorithm at the very beginning of a group of picture (GOP). TABLE 1 gives the pseudo-code for our proposed recursive adaptive block-size dual-direction justification disparity estimation algorithm. Mean squared difference (MSD) metric is applied for block based comparison. The block size for comparison is adaptively selected by algorithm from 16x16 to 4x4, according to the texture characteristics of the frame. Larger block size will be used for planar areas, while smaller one is for boundary and texture regions. The obtained disparity information in $t+0$ frame pair will be applied to two different directions. First of all, disparity vector in $t+0$ can be applied to reduce the searching range for motion estimation between $t+0$ and $t+1$ frames for video signal compression. Originally, global disparity in JMVM6.0 is fetched via separated algorithm at $t+0$ for different GOPs, and linear interpolated for consequent temporal frames to reduce the searching range of motion estimation. However, the global disparity is an overall parameter for a frame, but is not a precise one for each of the candidate blocks in estimation and compression. Therefore, the search efficiency for motion estimation will be further improved if precise disparity vector for each individual candidate block is obtained. The global disparity in JMVM6.0 is replaced by the fetched disparity from this proposed disparity extractor, in order to providing a relative precise searching range for each candidate block in motion estimation. The obtained disparity map at $t+0$ is also delivered to $t+1$ motion-disparity compound searching in the proposed extractor, which is the second direction. In Fig.3, the same object will give similar motion curve in different cameras. Hence, it will have same motion vector, and is calculated as $x_2-x_0= x_3-x_1$ and $y_2-y_0= y_3-y_1$. Supposing that the neighbor adjacent cameras are settled with parallel arrangement, the disparity in neighbor viewpoints of different time stamp will be equivalent. Therefore, the computation procedure of disparity vector will be suitable be expressed by $x_1-x_0= x_3-x_1$ and $y_1-y_0= y_3-y_1$. For ideal parallel camera arrangement, there will have horizontal parallax rather than vertical one. Hence, it will have $y_1=y_0$ and $y_3=y_2$. However, we can not expect the disparity will satisfies the equation $x_2-x_0= x_3-x_1$, exactly due to physical noises in cameras. Hence, the proposed disparity extractor for $t+i$ ($0<i<\text{GOP length}$) frame will use both the equations and small variation range. Furthermore, parallax estimation algorithm is implemented horizontally and vertically in the proposed system, preventing any losses in important information. Examples of obtained consequent horizontal disparity maps are given in Fig.4.

**B. Bitstream Structure**

The bitstreams stored in multiview video server is obtained in JMVM encoder and disparity extractor. As discussed above, the bitstreams are divided into separated two layers. As shown in Fig.5, the base layer is named MVC layer, contains the video signal compressed by modified JMVM6.0 encoder. The bitstream structure of this layer is formatted according to JMVM standard.

**Table 1. Pseudo-code for recursive adaptive block-size dual-direction justification disparity estimation algorithm.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>line</th>
<th>operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>if(current_block_size &lt; minimum_block_size)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>then goto 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>else SetSearchRegion() &amp; SetBlockSize()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>DualDirectionDisparitySearch()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>if (DisparityMatched())</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>then goto 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>else QuadriSplitSearchBlock() &amp; goto 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>if (SearchOutAllRegion())</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>then Finish()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>else goto 40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig.3. Motion-disparity compound disparity estimation method adopted in recursive adaptive block-size dual-direction justification disparity estimation algorithm.](image-url)
applied to fill out this block data. The occlusive block will not have disparity data inside, and the data will be obtained via disparity data of its neighbor upper and left blocks with \( D = \frac{(D_u + D_l)}{2} \), where \( D_u \) and \( D_l \) is disparity value for upper and left block, respectively. After being processed with these two techniques, the disparity map sequence is lossless compressed with CABAC algorithm.

The procedure of disparity refinement is organized by two stages. In the first stage, the coarse disparity map decoded from the received bitstream is down-sampled and every 4x4 block is represented by a single pixel. This down-sampled image is then interpolated according to the following equation.

\[
D_c = \frac{(w_A \times D_A + w_B \times D_B)}{(w_A + w_B)} \quad (1a)
\]

\[
w_A = \frac{1}{(f_A - f_C)^2 + 1} \quad (1b)
\]

\[
w_B = \frac{1}{(f_B - f_C)^2 + 1} \quad (1c)
\]

where the parameters \( D_A \) and \( D_B \) are disparity values in the position A and B, which is depicted in Fig.10. \( w_A \) and \( w_B \) are weight factors for \( D_A \) and \( D_B \), and these factors are obtained via the pixel values \( f_A \), \( f_C \) and \( f_B \) in corresponding positions in the decoded frame. On the other hand, as shown in Fig.6, the interpolation can be implemented horizontally and vertically.

The bitstream structure of disparity map sequences obtained in disparity extractor on the part of encoder are transmitted to decoder part accompany with video signal bitstreams. Two-layer bitstream structure shows the transmission mode for the proposed FVV system. Disparity maps will be restored to their original form since they were compressed by entropy algorithm without any losses. However, these disparity maps are unable to be used directly for virtual viewpoint image interpolation due to their image resolutions. According to the disparity estimation algorithm, the variation range of block size in disparity map is from 16x16 to 4x4. In other words, the obtained disparity map is in coarse resolution which is in need of refinement.

The procedure of disparity refinement is organized by two stages. In the first stage, the coarse disparity map decoded from the received bitstream is down-sampled and every 4x4 block is represented by a single pixel. This down-sampled image is then interpolated according to the following equation.

\[
D_c = \frac{(w_A \times D_A + w_B \times D_B)}{(w_A + w_B)} \quad (1a)
\]

\[
w_A = \frac{1}{(f_A - f_C)^2 + 1} \quad (1b)
\]

\[
w_B = \frac{1}{(f_B - f_C)^2 + 1} \quad (1c)
\]

where the parameters \( D_A \) and \( D_B \) are disparity values in the position A and B, which is depicted in Fig.10. \( w_A \) and \( w_B \) are weight factors for \( D_A \) and \( D_B \), and these factors are obtained via the pixel values \( f_A \), \( f_C \) and \( f_B \) in corresponding positions in the decoded frame. On the other hand, as shown in Fig.6, the interpolation can be implemented horizontally and vertically.
After being processed in the first stage, the disparity map is equivalent to a 2x2 block based disparity map. Then, in the second stage of processing, this 2x2 block based disparity map will be further refined to single pixel-based disparity map. The processing method is exactly the same in stage one. Fig.7 is showing the refined disparity map of Fig.4(b).

![Fig.7. Refined disparity map in the client devices.](image1)

In the procedure of client-system interaction, virtual viewpoint image will be interpolated when terminal client accessing the viewpoint that is not captured originally by camera. Virtual viewpoint image can be rendered via disparity map and its neighbor decoded viewpoint images which are recorded by camera originally. According to the schematic system framework shown in Fig.1, the adopted view rendering technique in client part will depend on the obtained available information. Disparity based rendering algorithm will be applied when camera parameters are not available. On the other hand, disparity data can be transformed to depth data if camera parameters can be obtained. In this situation, 3D Warping algorithms can be applied for virtual viewpoint image synthesis. Therefore, the proposed system is compatible for both disparity and depth based image synthesis techniques for the convenient of client applications.

The first step for disparity based virtual viewpoint image synthesis is determining the location of virtual viewpoint between two recorded adjacent neighbor viewpoints. Let \( \alpha \) be a scalar and denoting the proportional location between adjacent left and right viewpoint, and clearly, \( 0 \leq \alpha \leq 1 \). The pixel value for position \( x \) and \( y \) in virtual viewpoint image can be determine via following equation.

\[
I_\alpha(x,y) = I_L(x + \left[ \alpha d \right], y) = I_R(x + \left[ (1-\alpha)d \right], y)
\]

where \( d \) is the disparity value between left and right viewpoint images, \( I_L \) and \( I_R \) is pixel value for corresponding image on position \((x,y)\). It can be implied from the Eq.(2) that the image interpolation procedure is easy in calculation, and furthermore, the client can obtain the synthesized image in real-time. Therefore, disparity based FVV system is a simple framework for real-time client-system jitter-free interaction.

### III. Experiments and Results

In this section of experiment, we first compare the bitstream size of disparity map sequences with multiview video signals. This experiment will figure out the proportional transmission accumulation besides the video bitstream. Next, virtual view images will be interpolated in the procedure of client-system interaction.

#### A. Bitstream Experiments

AKKO and Breakdancer multiview video sequences are selected in our interactive FVV system experiments. AKKO test sequences are captured by 3x5 parallel camera arrays, while Breakdancer is also recorded by parallel arrangement [19]. Both of them are suitable for disparity extractor. JMVM6.0 MVC encoder from MERL is modified and used in the proposed FVV system for multiview video signal compression. The parts of global disparity estimation and interpolation in JMVM encoder are replaced by the proposed disparity extractor, and all disparity data needed for each of blocks in JMVM are obtained by this extractor. On the other hand, MV for each block obtained in JMVM encoder is delivered to disparity extractor for disparity-motion vector unified disparity estimation algorithm. Disparity maps are obtained from both horizontal and vertical directions, although horizontal variation between two neighbor views is very small. In other words, there are two disparity maps fetched between two neighbor viewpoints simultaneously.

The compression results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. As depicted by the results, the bitstream size of disparity map sequence accounts for a small proportion of the bitstream for two views. For example, the sum size of bitstream for views 26 and 27 is 18109648 bits, while their disparity map is compressed to 781626 bits, which accounts for 4.3161% of these two viewpoints. In other words, the accumulation on video signal bitstream transmission will be slightly increased due to the bitstream from disparity maps. However, the accumulation on bitstream is inevitable for 3D display in client device, and this 2-views-1-disparity data representation format is the minimum requirement for basic display needs. Moreover, the thorough accumulation is also small if all video bitstream and disparity map are needed for transmission. As shown by Table 2, the total bitstream size of disparity sequence accounts for 7.109% of the overall bitstream for video signals.

#### B. Interaction and Interpolation

Virtual viewpoint images will be accessed by client in most of the time in the procedure of human-computer interaction, since the number of cameras for scene capturing is limited. Moreover, the perceptual quality of these synthesized images will greatly affect the usability of FVV system.

In this part of experiment, virtual viewpoint images can be interpolated in real-time, since refined disparity maps are obtained in background processor, which will not affect the efficiency foreground displayer. Fig.8 provides 9 consequent interpolated virtual views between AKKO view 29 and 30 at \( t=200 \), with scalar \( \alpha=0.1~0.9 \). Fig. 9 also shows 9 consequent synthesized virtual viewpoint images between Breakdancer view 0 and 1 at \( t=0 \) with \( \alpha=0.1~0.9 \). As can be found in these images, the perceptual quality of images is appreciated for clients.
IV. Conclusion

A transmission and interaction oriented free-viewpoint video system framework is presented and analyzed in this work. The auto-adaptive dual-justify disparity extractor is proposed to fetch the disparity information between adjacent neighbor viewpoints. Disparity data is mainly applied for virtual viewpoint image synthesis in the procedure of client-system interaction and displaying. Furthermore, the disparity vector is also applied in JMVM encoder to improve the coding efficiency, especially to reduce computer consumptions in motion estimation and compensation. On the other hand, disparity maps are lossless compressed with entropy algorithm, in order to guarantee the perceptual virtual viewpoint image quality for clients.

Table 1. Bitstream experiments for AKKO multiview video sequence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Viewpoint</th>
<th>JMVM bits. data size</th>
<th>Sum of two viewpoint data size</th>
<th>Bits. size of disp. map</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>11257768</td>
<td>18109648</td>
<td>781626</td>
<td>0.043161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>6851880</td>
<td>14848320</td>
<td>746396</td>
<td>0.050268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>7996440</td>
<td>15758568</td>
<td>756522</td>
<td>0.048007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>7762128</td>
<td>17154800</td>
<td>790873</td>
<td>0.046102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>9392672</td>
<td>7810626</td>
<td>3075417</td>
<td>0.071090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>43260888</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Bitstream experiments for Breakdancer multiview video sequence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Viewpoint</th>
<th>JMVM bits. data size</th>
<th>Sum of two viewpoint data size</th>
<th>Bits. size of disp. map</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>11233128</td>
<td>19274872</td>
<td>798392</td>
<td>0.041421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8041744</td>
<td>17999240</td>
<td>930392</td>
<td>0.051691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9957496</td>
<td>18020832</td>
<td>255480</td>
<td>0.014177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8063336</td>
<td>17162120</td>
<td>804625</td>
<td>0.046888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9098784</td>
<td>17438384</td>
<td>873863</td>
<td>0.050111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8339600</td>
<td>18088856</td>
<td>792456</td>
<td>0.043809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9749256</td>
<td>18817744</td>
<td>763913</td>
<td>0.040595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9068488</td>
<td>5219121</td>
<td>0.070958</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. 9 consequent interpolated virtual views with scalar $\alpha=0.1\sim0.9$ between the AKKO views 29 and 30 at $t=200$. 
Experimental results show that, if the network bandwidth is able to carry video bitstream, it will have no problem for network to carry the two-layer structure bitstream to client. The volume of disparity bitstream accounts for a small proportion to the total size of two-layer structure bitstream. Furthermore, the system can provide high quality virtual viewpoint images for displaying in the procedure of client-system interaction in real-time. In a conclusion, the proposed system can provide high quality FVV services with low computer resources.
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